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Spreading happiness with every stroke of her spatula
Call it coincidence or call it fate;
Kara fell in love with baking, after tasting an almond croissant
at Zee Best when the yacht she
worked on as a chef was stationed
here. Initially specialized in savoury foods, she is now one of the
island’s most sought after cake
makers. “Kara’s Cakes” oﬀers a
wide array of ﬂavours ﬁt for any
bridal aﬀair. Whether you choose
a decadent chocolate and caramel, tiramisu, lemon drop, coconut, or chocolate truﬄe cake,
Kara’s eye for detail and passion
for her art will ensure that your
wedding cake is as beautiful as it
is delicious.

ing – you really have to
clear your mind and focus on what’s in front
of you. And my work is
always a part of someone’s happiness. Cakes
make people feel loved.
I want to keep sharing
love.

the small details for a bit too long.
Can you tell me more When I am satisﬁed, we cool the
about the wedding cake until it’s time to bring it to the
wedding venue.
cake process?
First of all, it’s very helpful when people send
me an image of a cake
that they like. I also
need to know the location, theme and number
of guests. Then, I give
them a quote depending
on the colours, ingredients, technique, number
of tiers and decorations.
They can come in for a
taste test to try diﬀerent ﬂavours in cupcake
form – always a fun activity for the bridal party-to-be. The cake making process itself takes
more than one day.

What are the hottest
wedding cake trends?

Rustic cakes are very
trendy, for instance,
dried ﬂowers with
muted colours for a
boho chic vibe. Naked cakes are also reWhat do you like about baking? ally popular for a more
rustic look. Textured
I really love it because it’s very med- cakes are trendy too –
itative for me. Making ﬂowers, per- these marble-like cakes
fecting small details, applying frost- do not look completely smooth. My favourite new cake trend is
this new technique that
uses rice paper to create whimsical sails. It is
a very avant-garde and
fashion forward look.
Macaron cakes are still very popular as a very feminine and chic style.
Wider bigger cakes are a bit outdated, so people prefer tall-stacked
cakes these days. Vegan and gluten-

free options are also becoming increasingly popular. My last cake arrangement had a vegan top cake on
top of two regular cakes because
the bride was vegan and her guests
weren’t. Also, beautiful ﬂowers on
cakes just never get old.

My team starts oﬀ by
covering the aluminium
board it comes on with
fondant – it makes the
cake look put together
and elegant. Then we bake the several layers of the actual cake. We
use dowels – wooden sticks – to
build the inner support system to
stack the layers. I ﬁll in the cake,
apply frosting and create and place
the decorations. Last, I fuss over

What was your favourite wedding
cake to make?
Honestly, it is always the last one I
made, because baking is always a
learning process. I take such great
pleasure in creating something
beautiful and being a part of someone’s celebration. When I make a
cake for a happy couple and they
love it; that is just wonderful!
Contact Kara’s Cakes for more information. Call 553-6863 or send
an email to la_karita@hotmail.com
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Welcome bags for visitors to the island
You appreciate guests who
take the time, money, and
discomfort of travel during
COVID-times, to make it to
your wedding. Perhaps you
haven’t seen many of them
in much too long. Welcome bags are the perfect
way to do just that – make
your guests feel welcome –
and they can also show oﬀ
your personality, the destination, provide practical
guidance so that guests enjoy the trip, and give them a
preview of what’s to come.

W

elcome
bags
can ﬁt any budget, and are not
meant to be expensive. However, with smaller weddings
being more practical and
popular, couples are typi-

cally putting more thought
into detail and personalisation. Welcome bags are just
one of the ways you can add
unique, personal touches.
Make sure that a speciﬁc person is in charge of getting the
welcome bag to your guests.
If they’re staying in a hotel,
you can make arrangements
with staﬀ. If the hotel has
its own souvenir store, they
may be able to put a bag together for you. Keep in mind
that some hotels won’t accept packages ahead of time,
so shipping in advance may
not be an option. Also, avoid
personalising the bags to speciﬁc guests, as it makes both
product selection and logistics much more complicated.

First, the information:
The bag should include printouts of all planned events,
along with all relevant, practical information such as
dress code, time, location,
and transportation details. A
separate printout should be
made for the Wedding Day
itinerary speciﬁcally. Include
contact information where
necessary. Last, include a
thank you note.
You’ll also want guests to be
able to enjoy the destination
on their own, so include a
map of the area with points
of interest, or if you’re familiar with the place, you can
suggest your favourite bars,
restaurants, beaches and other attractions nearby.

Clementine Weddings/
Etsy

The Daily Herald’s “OUT ‘n
About” is available at many
hotels, so that guests can
check out events slated for
that speciﬁc week, get a feel
for diﬀerent nightlife spots,
and have all details handy of
some of the best restaurants
on the island (both French
and Dutch sides).
If you’re feeling generous,
include a gift certiﬁcate to a
spa or local attraction of your
choosing.
Include contact details of the
hotel, as well as a taxi service
or car rental agency (preferably in the form of business/
contact cards). Emergency
contact numbers are available on page 2 of every edition of this newspaper.

Wedding Favours by
Cans/Etsy

The hottest products
at Adult Toy Box

If you haven’t been to
Adult Toy Box, you are
certainly missing something! The store has been
here on the island of St.
Maarten / St. Martin for
17 years now, bringing you
the very best the adult industry has to oﬀer. We
have the greatest staﬀ,
who will make sure you
feel comfortable whatev-

Sweet Talk Designs/
Etsy

er your questions. Your pri- 31 years, and always stays
vacy is always our utmost ahead of the industry. For
example, we now carry the
concern.
hottest new product. Just
e have changed ask around. The Cloud 9
our hours to bet- aphrodisiac drink is brand
ter meet your new to St. Maarten. It can
needs. The Simpson Bay be had by itself, or used tostore is open from 10:00am gether with your favourite
to 10:00pm Monday through alcohol. It is all natural, and
Saturday, and from 4:00 the experiences shared by
to 8:00pm on Sundays. our customers have been
Our Pointe nothing short of rave reBlanche lo- views. Adult Toy Box is its
cation
is exclusive distributor. This is
open from truly where “heaven meets
1 0 : 0 0 a m earth” – do check this one
to 7:00pm out, you’ll just love it.
Monday
through Sat- Our lingerie is also nothing
urday and but hot-hot-hot. We have
closed
on all new items in! Check
S u n d a y s . out our beautiful display
Adult Toy window in 3 Palm Plaza
Box is ex- (near Domino’s Pizza) that
tremely ser- Dawn dresses so well; check
vice orient- out Kim’s displays around
ed 24/7 and the interior of the store in
strives to al- town. These ladies know
ways meet a how to show our stuﬀ!
c ustomer ’s
needs and Just remember, we all truly
r e q u e s t s , do have a little bit of kink in
even when us and Adult Toy Box is gothe store is ing to assist you in exploring that and fulﬁlling some
closed.
of those untapped fantasies!
Director and Visit www.adulttoybox.org
founder Pat or call + 1 721 544-2412 or
Hunt
has + 1 721 543-0349.
been on the
island
for

W

If you’re afraid some guests
may be hindered by a language barrier, why not include a small booklet with

LabelsRus/
Etsy

common English phrases, will make it more complicator print a small pamphlet ed to plan).
-Mini hand sanitizer.
out yourself?
-Disposable or reusable
A mix of charming and masks. Pictures are forever (do standard light-blue
practical items:
masks ﬁt into your colour
-Sunscreen and after-sun lo- scheme?). Besides wedding
tion.
festivities, guests will need
to wear masks when they go
-Mosquito spray.
-Aspirin or ibuprofen, and into stores or any other busivitamin C (also known as a nesses. Disposable masks
can be ordered online in
hangover kit).
-Laundry soap and/or other plain black, or customised
with the couple’s names and
mini toiletries.
date, for example, on many
-Small bottle of water.
-Small bottle of champagne Etsy and wedding-themed
online stores. Special reusand/or local rum.
-Small souvenirs from the able masks can also be ordestination: piece of art, rum dered in a variety of colours
cake, spice mix or jam.
and fabrics, but will cost
-Bottle stoppers.
more (around US $55 for a
-Your favourite sweet treat, silk mask). You may want
or treats that your guests to get them for the wedding
may not have tried before, party only.
such as local tamarind balls, -Even store-bought items
Dutch stroopwafel or French can be made into somecookies (all from the grocery thing special with customstore, as freshly baked goods ised stickers.
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How it all came together for De
It wasn’t long after Denﬁeld and Joy-Ann felt their ﬁrst
spark that the two decided to take the plunge and commit
to a lifelong partnership based on love, trust and mutual
values. With a shared vision, strong shared faith and the
support of family and friends, Denﬁeld Hastings Jr. and JoyAnn van Arneman became engaged three months after they
started courting, and sealed the deal within the year.

T

o facilitate Denﬁeld’s move to St. Maarten, the couple
did their Civil Ceremony in Anguilla on July 23, 2019,
and then months later, Denﬁeld moved to St. Maarten
from his native Antigua to be with his bride. They had
the Blessing and Wedding Celebration just before Christmas,
on December 21, 2019. The wedding celebration took place on
The Rooftop at the Simpson Bay Resort, Marina & Spa amongst
treasured family and friends.
The ceremony was oﬃciated by none other than Joy-Ann’s father, Pastor Erick van Arneman, after he walked his daughter
down the aisle.
Joyous celebrations continued when the newlyweds were welcomed at the reception in The Ballroom downstairs, cheered
on by their loved ones. The full bridal party included six bridesmaids, six groomsmen, and two ﬂower girls. Joy-Ann’s sister
was the maid of honour, and Denﬁeld’s best friend, the best
man.
In a nod to Christmas, the day’s colours were burgundy and
grey, and wedding favours were home-baked treats packed into
clear Christmas ornaments. The two could not be happier that
they found each other, and are enjoying married life together
with their baby, Elijah.
Here, the couple share a little more about their love story.
Tell us a little about yourselves. How did you meet and how
long have you been together?
We met in 2016 at an annual regional youth conference where
we both volunteered as leaders. The conference is called Independent Baptist Youth of the Caribbean (IBYC), and is held in
a diﬀerent Caribbean island each year. In 2016, it was held in
Trinidad.
After that conference, we kept in touch on and oﬀ and saw each
other at a few of the other conferences, but didn’t get close until
July 2018 when the conference was in Barbados. At that conference, something sparked; and afterwards, we started communicating every day, and growing a deeper friendship. We
oﬃcially started courting in early-2019, and were engaged by
April of that year.

So, it started oﬀ as a long
that progress and when did
It may seem to some like a s
it didn’t feel that way. We bo
bonded over our similar int
quickly felt like we had kno
have overlapping friendship
“social investigations” on ea
Nowadays with technology,
as hard as they used to be. It
video-chat and call, without
In fact, I think we probabl
than we would have if we ha
Joy-Ann: Denﬁeld has know
get married, so he basically t
just friends, that the mome
tions, I could expect a propo
were engaged in 2019 on my
Tell us about the proposal.
Joy-Ann: I knew he was pla
but he told me he’d miss my
Instead, he arranged with m
after work, and surprised me
sitting with my family. As s
rant, he got down on one kn
more so nodded “yes”, becau
was in a state of shock! But i
Loved ones ﬂew in from ab
the pandemic. What abou
was it like to see them?
We are so blessed that we h
go, before COVID-19 got t
see family we hadn’t seen in
wedding meet-ups, because
we did get together and eve
programmes, prepare wedd
cookies. So, we did get a litt
How did you pick the dres
ding planner or did you ma
Joy-Ann: I am quite a particu
like these. I had a vision and
and his wife were in charge
uncle and family friend we
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enfield and Joy-Ann
g-distance relationship. How did
d you decide to get married?

signing the cake. They all know me quite well so it was easy for
them to make my visions a reality.

sprint down the aisle; but in reality,
oth grew up in Christian homes and
terests in ministry work, and so it
own each other for years. We also
p circles, so we were able to do our
ach other rather quickly.

In June 2019, I went on a girls’ trip with some friends from
my high-school days. We went to the US and took a cruise, so
we multi-tasked and went dress-shopping while we were in the
states. It was a bit sad not to have my mom and sis with me to
dress shop, but we video-called them so they could have some
input. In the end, I’d say it wasn’t that stressful at all, because
I’m a planner by nature, so I had most things sorted out in advance.

, long distance relationships aren’t
t is easy to keep in touch constantly,
t having to spend too much money.
ly communicated more frequently
ad been on the same island.
wn for a long time that he wanted to
told me upfront, when we were still
nt I decided to entertain his aﬀecosal – so said, so done, because we
y birthday: April 15.
.
anning to come for a visit in April,
y birthday because he was working.
my mom and sister, took a late ﬂight
e at my birthday dinner where I was
soon as he walked into the restaunee and proposed. I said “yes” – well
use my mouth was full of food and I
it was a lovely moment.
road. Luckily, this was just before
ut pre-wedding festivities? What
had everything planned and set to
o the Caribbean. It was so nice to
n ages. There weren’t too many prewe were in full planning mode. But
eryone chipped in to put together
ding favours, and bake cakes and
le bit of catch-up time.
ss, the cake? Did you have a wedanage everything yourself?
ular person when it comes to things
d wanted it to come to life. My uncle
e of all the decorating, and another
ere responsible for baking and de-

What is your most memorable moment from the Big Day?
That’s a tough one, because there were so many happy moments…but we’ll say that moment after the ceremony, when we
were entering the ballroom to join our guests for the reception,
and everyone was cheering and welcoming us in. That was the
moment of culmination of all of our planning and preparation,
and to be surrounded by family and friends, all rooting for us
and supporting us on the marriage journey was pretty special.
It has been a stressful year in general. How have you weathered the storm? How have you been enjoying married life?
Married life has been amazing. It is such a blessing to have
someone to go through these uncertain times with. We didn’t
get much time alone as a young married couple, because we
came back from our honeymoon pregnant. Our son Elijah was
born in September 2020 and he has been our joy during the
storm.
It was quite something to be a few months into marriage –
pregnant and living through a pandemic – but it certainly
strengthened our bond and accelerated our growth as couple. Our faith also played a big role in how we were able to
handle a pregnancy during the pandemic, because we both
knew that God was ultimately in control amidst the chaos,
and He had our backs.
Any advice for couples looking to get married soon?
In our experience, the best marriages are those founded in
genuine friendship. Get to know each other; have fun together; get to know each other’s friends. The idea is to go
into a marriage, planning for it to last forever, so you want
to spend the rest of your life with someone you enjoy being
around.
~The wedding photos shared here were captured by photographer Lili Peterson.
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Attending from afar: Live stream
weddings and celebration boxes
However and wherever
you decide to get hitched,
there are several reasons
why some of your loved
ones might not attend
your ceremony. Maybe you
downsized your guest list
or have faraway friends
and family who simply
cannot make it to your
wedding. But thanks to
technology, anyone can see
you tie the knot without
being physically present.
Many corona couples opt
for a live stream to share
their memorable moments
online.

W

hether you decide to hire a
videographer or
ask your most tech-savvy
friend to set up a camera
or phone, check your venue’s internet connection before going live on D-day. A
wired internet connection
often works better than
Wi-Fi – especially on this
island.
To protect their privacy and
that of their guests, couples should avoid posting
the link to their livestream

publicly. Only those who are
actually invited should have
access to the livestream. Just
make sure that the guests are
all on mute while you say “I
do”. The chat function is a fun
option for guests – they can
send their love to the lovely couple without disturbing
the ceremony.
It’s best to decide beforehand
which events to stream. Of
course, you’ll want to include
not-to-be-missed moments,
such as the ceremony; but
maybe cut the camera when
the wedding reception starts.
Guests might not appreciate someone capturing their
drink-induced dance moves.
And the person on the other
side of the screen might feel
lonely as they’re missing out
on all the fun.
Wedding celebration boxes
are becoming increasingly popular, due to the pandemic. These festive packages
can make faraway friends and
family feel more connected
to the actual event by sending them items to enjoy, as
they watch the lucky couple
exchange vows via Zoom,

Google Hangout, Facebook
Live or Instagram Live.
Celebration boxes typically
include elements you would
ﬁnd at the actual wedding.
Think signed notes, mini
champagnes, candles, cocktail ingredients, snacks, custom napkins, and party favours. Whatever the content, the goal is to get virtual
guests excited for the wedding and make them feel part
of the special day.
Of course, presentation is key
for such a memorable event.
Check the party supplies in
local stores, order packaging online or make it even
more personal by making
your own celebration boxes. These do not have to be
traditional cardboard boxes
by any means. The could be
bags, baskets, wooden boxes,
glass containers, wine crates
– as long as they can hold the
props nicely. Add a gift tag, a
note and a ribbon and you’re
all set.
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WEDDING FAVOURS YOUR GUESTS
DIY WITH EVE DIY
WILL ACTUALLY WANT TO TAKE HOME
Step 3: Tamp rolled oats. Mix
1/2 cup ﬂour with 1/2 teaspoon
baking soda and 1/2 teaspoon
salt.
Step 4: Carefully pour the ﬂour
mixture into the jar. Tamp ﬂour
mixture.
Step 5: Add packed brown sugar. Remove the funnel for this.
Step 6: Build the edges up a bit
on the sugar so it will look nicer
in the jar.
Step 7: Pour in the white sugar.
Once again, build up the edges.
Step 8: Add to the cookies in
the jar dried cranberries, white
chocolate chips, chopped nuts.
Step 9: Close lid on your marvellous creation.
Step 10: Create labels either on
a computer or by hand. Adhere
label to jar. Add ribbon. Finished!

If you love the idea of adding personal touches to your
wedding favours, then this is
for you! After all, your guests
probably put a bit of effort into
attending your wedding (think:
requesting off work or splurging
on plane tickets) and you want
to show your thanks in the most
genuine way possible.

1. GLITTER
CONFETTI BAGS
Guests will love these little confetti bags, that you make with
mini treat bags. Just add the
glitter confetti when the bags
are done and add in a special
message for your guests. The
bag serves as the favour and
they can use the confetti to
send you off in style when all
of the festivities are over. Embellish your bags with the date
of your wedding and a special
thank you message that they
can cherish for years to come.

3. HOMEMADE
SOAP BARS
Everyone loves homemade
soap! You can make your guests
super happy when you give
them these easy to make homemade soap bars. The label on
the soap can contain your thank
you message and guests will
ﬁnd inside, the great smelling
soap that you created just for
them. You can use any number
of soap recipes and scents and
these are really easy to mould.

What you will need:
Scissors, confetti, liquid glue, a
Q-tip for applying the glue, gold
washi tape, mini treat bags, ribbon for embellishment (or anything you fancy) and gold glitter.
How to:
Step 1: Use Washi tape to create a band on the bottom of the
bags and apply glue and glitter
to it.
Step 2: After letting it dry, ﬁll
it with some confetti. You can
make your own confetti by cutting up tissue paper or you can
also purchase confetti at any local craft or party store.
Step 3: All that is left is to
embellish the bag, and this is
where you can be as creative
as you want to be. You can
punch out a circle from a glittered piece of paper and tie it on
with a ribbon. Write the guests
a message on the bag and the

date of the event.

2. YUMMY COOKIES
IN A JAR
Everyone loves a good cookie,
right? Instead of serving actual
cookies to your guests as wedding favours, why not provide
them with a cookie in a jar kit
that they can make themselves
at home? Cookies in a jar have
been popular gifts for years
and you don’t have to do large

What you will need:
jars. If you’re on a tight budget, 1 pound melt-and-pour Castile
choose smaller jelly-sized jars
and just give them enough ingredients to make a half dozen
or so cookies with each one.
What you will need:
1/2 cup + two tablespoons
ﬂour
1/2 cup rolled oats
1/2 cup all-purpose ﬂour
1/2 teaspoon baking soda
1/2 teaspoon salt
1/3 cup packed brown sugar
1/3 cup white sugar
1/2 cup dried cranberries
1/2 cup white chocolate chips
1/2 cup chopped walnuts
(you can also use pecans)
A one-litre jar was used here.
There will be some space left
at the top of the jar. When
transporting them, make sure
you pack down each of the ingredients and place the jars in
a box that won’t allow the jars
to move around too much.
You might want to consider
using a jar that is a bit smaller
so the contents go right to the
top.
How to:
Step 1: Place canning funnel
inside of jar mouth. Add 1/2
cup + 2 teaspoons ﬂour.
Step 2: Tamp with a potato
masher or the bottom of a jar.
Add 1/2 cup rolled oats.

base (makes about six 3-ounce
soaps)
Dried ﬂowers
Honey
Coarse oatmeal
Essential Oil
Soap moulds
There are endless combinations
of dried ﬂowers and essential
oils you can use to make a soap
that is just as lovely as you want
it to be. Try these combinations:
(1) Dried chamomile, honey,
course oatmeal and eucalyptus
essential oil; (2) Dried orange
peel, sage leaves and Bergamot
essential oil; (3) Peppermint
leaves, coarse oatmeal and
peppermint essential oil.
How to:
Step 1: Cut the Castile base into
small chunks and place into a
microwave safe bowl. Cover
with plastic wrap and heat on
high for 1 minute. (Microwave
temps vary, so make sure the
soap base does not boil). Basically, you want to melt the base
in small spurts. After heating
for one minute, swirl the soap
base around to see if there are
any chunks left to melt. If so,
heat in 15- to 30-second increments until the soap base has
completely melted.
Step 2: For the chamomile soap;
add 3 tablespoons of slightly
warmed honey, 5 tablespoons
dried chamomile, 4 tablespoons
of coarse oatmeal and 10 drops

of eucalyptus essential oil to
the melted soap base. For the
dried orange peel soap; add 5
tablespoons dried orange peel,
5 tablespoons sage leaves and
10 drops Bergamot essential
oil. For the peppermint soap;
add 5 tablespoons peppermint
leaves, 4 tablespoons coarse
oatmeal and 10 drops of peppermint essential oil. Stir ingredients thoroughly.
Step 3: Pour soap mixture into
your chosen soap moulds. You
will ﬁnd the moulds at your local craft stores, or you can purchase them online. But if you
don’t want to buy something,
you can also use mufﬁn tins if
you’re okay with a round-style
soap.
Step 4: Let the soaps sit for 4
hours to mould. When ready,
carefully run a knife along the
edge of each mould to pop the
soaps out.
Step 5: Now comes another fun
part – dreaming up your packaging! If you’re making soaps
for favours, you can simply tie
a piece of twine or glittery ribbon around the soap or wrap it
gift-wrap-style with parchment
paper or some pretty wrapping paper. A pretty ribbon or
fabric would work too. There
are countless ways to wrap,
package and present these little
lovelies, so let your mind wander until you come up with the
perfect idea.
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Make-up tips for
mask-wearing:

15

Contiuned from pg 12

-Exfoliate your lips. Use a matte lipstick and
a long-wear lip liner. Dusting a little powder on the lips before and after also makes
it last longer.

F

-Use a matte face primer. Not only does it
cause make-up to last longer, but it controls
oil and sweat.

resh ﬂowers can also add charm to
the wedding outﬁts for both women and men, with corsages and boutonnieres.

-Use a long-lasting foundation, preferably
one labelled smudge-proof, followed by a
lightweight face/setting powder.

Marisel Flores is delighted that things are
back to normal, and that clients still have
an appetite for colourful, uplifting, fresh-

-Use a setting spray after applying the rest
of your make-up.

FashionRaks/Etsy

Nothing sets a warm, lively, and festive
mood quite like fresh ﬂowers. With Flowers by Flores, brides- and grooms-to-be
can enjoy fresh arrangements that not
only are timeless, but that also reﬂect
their style. The team at this family-run
business oﬀers personalised service and
a range of products perfect for weddings
– these include bouquets, centrepieces
and canopies for both indoor and outdoor weddings.

B Anu Designs

cut ﬂowers – something that just seems
to make people happy.
Arrangements can range from simple to
sophisticated. The team is always willing
to go the extra mile to help clients make
their dream wedding a reality, helping
them to choose just the right ﬂowers. Orchids and cascading bouquets are some of
the personal favourites of Flores herself.
To explore your options, clients are advised to contact Flowers by Flores and
make your choices well in advance, so that
the company can make the best selections,
and so there is still a little wiggle room
in case you want to make small changes.
Prices vary according to ﬂower type, product style and size, especially because some
arrangements are more complicated than
others. A simple wedding bouquet starts at
US $60.
Flowers by Flores also
delivers to yachts and
hotels, and can ship to
the neighbouring islands of Statia, Saba and
Anguilla.
Open weekdays from
9:00am to 5:00pm, and Saturdays from
9:00am to 4:00pm, Flowers by Flores is
located at 129 C.A. Cannegieter Street
in Philipsburg. Contact details for more
information: Phone: +1 (721) 524-8106 /
542-1935; Email: ﬂowersbyﬂores@hotmail.
com; Facebook: FlowersByFlores; Website:
www.ﬂowersbyﬂores.sx.

Styled by Fifi/Etsy

